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with heliostats, in order to provide him with better means of 
communication along the Tugela. The plan of working is 
very simple. The mirror of the heliostat is placed so as to 
Tatiect the sun's image to a distant station, and when the in
strument has once been set, the clockwork arrangement suf
fices to maintain the mirror in its proper position. In this 
way the distant station in question always sees the dazzhng 
ray reflected from the milTor, except when the latter is pur· 
posely obscured. The appearance and disappearance of the 
bright spot or flash constitute the signals. There is no need 
for any superintend"nce when once the apparatus has been 
put in working order, and a trained signalman suffices for 
the duty. The ordinary Morse alphabet supplies an intelli
gible code, and no one out of the line of signals can read or 
understand the message. As a substitute for the dot and 
daSh, which go to make up the ordinary written Morse code, 
the light is shown for short and long intervals; thus the 
light shown for a short period followed by a long period 
signifies A, while B is represented by a long period followed, 
by three short ones; in the case of C, long, short, long, short: 
signals are made in turn, and to form E (the letter most fre
quently used), the light is permitted to shine for one single 
short period only. The intensity of these sunshine signals 
can scarcely be imagined by any one who has not seen the 
heliostat in working order, and the distance to which they 
might he made to travel, could suitable stations be provided, 
is practically unlimited. The appearance or non-appearance I 
of the light can be noticed at ten or twenty miles distancl;l ll 
without the aid of telescope or field glass. 

THE WINDOW GARDEN. I THE YAK. 
Nothing adds more to the cheerful appearance of the in. , The yak, or grunting ox, derives its name from its very 

terior of a house than an array of choice plants, but too fre- peculiar voice, which sounds much like the grunt of a pig. 
quently it happens that the hideous red pots containing them It is a native of the mountains of Thibet, and according 
are permitted to stand ont in bold relief, entirely neutraliz- to Hodson, it inhabits all the loftiest plateaus of High Asia, 

...... 
Postal ZoologIcal Garden. 

German post offices are zoological gardens on a small 
scale, According to the Trwune, in the course of a year as 
many as 40,000 live animals are sent by post, and if crabs, 
frogs, bees, and small insects are counted, the total will be 
among the millions. The post office authorities have the 
privilege of excluding such animals as may be deemed either 
dangerous or disagreeable; but within tlle last six months, 
only 39 packages of living animals were refused, among 
which were an alligator, done up in a box considered as too 
fragile; a lot of dogs, whose persistent barking could not be 
quieted; and a number of pigeons loosely tied up in a sack. 
On the other hand, during the same period, a crocodile, 
scores of birds of prey, monkeys, serpents, a leopard, and 
four living bear cubs were transmitted by post. 

•••• • 
PROFESSOR PANCOAST has been exhibiting and explailling 

the Carolina twins to the students of the Jefferson Medical 
College, Philadelphia. They are the pair who have been 
widely shown as a two-headed girl. The professor con
siders them far more wonderful than the Siamese twins, who I 
were two distinct persons, while these negro sisters have a I single back bone below the shoulder blades, at which point THE WINDOW GARDEN. 
the spinal column branches like the arms of a letter Y. They 
were back to back at birth, but in learning to walk they ing the pleasurable effect of the plants. Our engraving 
twisted themselves to facilitate locomotion, and now stand shows a beautiful plant stand, or window garden. which may 
nearly side by side. Experiments showed that when either receive the earth in which the plants are rooted, or the pots 
was touched below the point of union both felt it, but above may be placed in it and hidden by it. The fish in the globe 
that point there was a separate sensitiveness. Dr. Pancoast at the top give it life, and the whole forms a beautiful orna-
thinks they will die simultaneously. ment for the window. 

THE YAK. 
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between the Altai and the Hamalayas. 
It is capable of domestication, and is liable to extensive 

permanent Varieties, which have probably been occasioned 
by the climate in which it lives and the work to which it has 
been put. The noble yak, for example, is a large, hand
some animal, ,hOlding its head proudly erect, having a large 
hump, extremely long hair, and a very bushy tail. It is a 
shy and withal capricious animal, too much disposed to kick 
with the hind feet and to make threatening demonstrations 
with the horns, as if it intended to impale the rider. The 
heavy fringes of hair that decorate the sides of the yak do 
not make their appearance until the animal has attained 
three months of age, the calves being covered with rough 
curling hair, not unlike that of a black Newfoundland dog. 
The beautiful white bushy tail of the yak is in great request 
for various ornamental purposes, and forms quite an im
portant article of commerce. Dyed red, it is formed into 
those curious tufts that decorate the caps of the Chinese, 
and when properly mounted in a silver handle, it is used as 
a fly flapper in India under the name of a chowrie. These 
tails are carried before certain officers of state, their number 
indicating lJis rank. 

The plow yak is altogether a more plebeian-looking ani
mal, humble of deportment, carrying its head low, and al
most devoid of the magnificent tufts of long silken hairs that 
fringe the sides of its more aristocratic relation. Their legs 
are very short in proportion to their bodies, and they are 
generally tailless, that member having been cut off and sold 
by their avaricious owner. There is also another variety 
which is termed the Ghainorik. The color of this animal is 
black, the back and tail being often white. The natives of 
the country where the yak lives are in the habit of crossing 
it with the common domestic cattle and obtaining a mixed 
breed. When overloaded, the yak is accustomed to vent its 
displeasure by its loud, monotonic, melancholy grunting, 
which has been known to affect the nerves of unpracticed 
riders to such an extent that they dismounted, after suffer
ing half an hour's infliction of this most lugubrious chant, 
and performed the remainder of their journey on foot. 

Wllllam KIngdon ClUrord • 

The scientific world has recently sustained another heavy 
loss in the death of Prof. William K. Clifford, which oc
curred at Madeira on the 4th of March. Prof: Clifford, one 
of the deepest thinkers and most brilliant writers of the pres
ent century, was the eldest son of the latc Mr. William Clif
ford, an Alderman of Exeter, England, and was born on the 
4th of May, 1845. 

He received his earlier education at the school of Mr. Tem
pleton in his native city, and from thence pr(lceeded to King's 
College, London. Here he gave evidence of his great intel
lectual powers by shortly obtaining high honors, taking in 
his first year, 1861, the Junior Mathematical and Junior 
Classical Scholarships and the Divinity Prize. In the two 
sllcceedings years he gained the Classical and Mathematical 
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Scholarships of the year, and in addition to the inglis SCholar- I rating it. In a communication to the Edinburgh Photo- I - Ice wells are to be found at the foot of Mount Mansfield, 
ship for English language, an extra prize for the English graphic Society, Mr. Thomas W. Drinkwater expresses the in. Vermont, and are really incipient caves, without depth 
essay. conviction that the method of the future will employ coal, enough to be clear of ice in winter, from the fact that

. 
the 

Shortly after taking his degree he was elected a fellow of his gas. As gas is ordinarily burned, the light lacks both power, external win tel' temperature reaches the bottom or source 
College, and filled the post of assistant tutor until his election and actinity; but when the gas has been fortified by the ad- I of the summer ice.-N. M. Lowe. in &wnce Observer. 
to the chair of Applied Mathematics and Mechanics at Uni- dition of hydrocarbons, or, more especially, when the much I =======================� 
versity College, London, in August, 1871. a position which lauded Sugg burner is used, an extremely brilliant, cheap, I ��rrt�1P�!u1h'ijtt. he held until his death. He was elected a Fellow of the and easily managed light for photographic purposes is said I Royal Society, June, 1874. to be attainable. To this process, however, the crucial test The Brush Electric Light. 

Prof. Olifford was distinguished not only for his rare talent of practical use does not appear to have been applied. To the Editor of the Scient(fic American: 
for mathematics, but for a remarkable capacity for bringing In England, with its dull and foggy climate, not to speak In notes on "Electric Lighting," March 1, you mention 
the most advanced scientific ideas within the range of ordi- of the chronic sunlessness of London, the question of arti· the fact that the makers of the Brush machine claim to be 
nary knowledge. His" Analogues of Pascal's Theorem" ficial illumination for portraiture is of real and practical mo- able to produce 17 or 18 lights from one machine with an 
was written while he was still in his eighteenth year, and ment. It our sunny climate it partakes more of the charac- expenditure of 13 to 14 horse power, adding; "This state
constitutes the first of his papers recorded in the Royal So- tel' of an advertising novelty. Nevertheless it may not prove ment, however, should be accompanied by accurate tests, 
ciety's catalogue. "Analytical Metrics," one of his longest an unprofitable field for experimental work even here. which do not appear to have been made." We desire to cor-
and most fully worked out papers, published in the Qu arterly .. , • • • rect the impression conveyed by referring to the actual per-

Formation oC Ice Caves. Jourllal of Mathematics, was written in his nineteenth year. formance of several machines sold by us and in regular in-
A h R I I t't t' M h 6 18"7 h dd d In the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN for March 29 last, there t t e oya ns I ·u lon, on arc , '), e a resse a dustrial use to-day. One of these is at the Merrimack Mill, 
large public audience for the first time, the subject of his lec- appeared a letter from Mansfield, Ohio, inquiring as to the Lowell, Mass. ; one at the Conant Thread Company, Paw
ture being" Some of the Conditions of Mental Development. " cause of the phenomena in an ice cave which is to be found tucket, R. I.; two at the Riverside Mill, Providence, R. I.; 
Among his auditors on this occasion were some of the lead- in Decorah, Iowa, and for which there appears to have been, two at the immense retail establishment of John Wanamaker, 
ing thinkcrs of the time, and from that day he took a recog- as yet, no cause assigned. A description of this cave is given Philadelphia, Pa. 
nized place among them. His remarkable power of explain- in the same letter, of which description, so nearly as is All of these machines are of same size and power, and the 
ing some of the most difficult physical conceptions to a popu- possible, the accompanying illustration is a fair representa- average of over twenty tests of power absorbed by them, 
lar audience was well exhibited at a subsequent date, on Lion, as regards the main features of the case. There may taken with a dynamometer, was 13r8to horse power. Each 
th . f d I' t St G ' H  II f . be a few differences as regards the details of the cave, hut e occaSIOn 0 a e Ivery, a . eorge s a, 0 a senes machine furnishes 16 to 17 lights, each of 2,000 candle power, 
of lectures on subjects such as" Ether," "Atoms," and so nearly as can be judged from the written description, the and all the lamps are placed in series on one circuit. 
" Th S ' PI . th U . " drawing presents the eiements necessary to the peculiarities e un s ace III e lllverse. We are not aware that any other system of electric light-

Th 't' t k b P f CI'ff d '  h'l h of the cave. In the figure, the cave will be 'seen represented e POSI Ion a en up y ro . ) or III p I osop y was ing known or described to-day can produce the result above 
h . 1 d fi d b  h' If b t t b I as at the bottom of an inclined passage, the inclination being never com pre enSlve y e ne y lmse , u mus e co - shown. It certainly very far exceeds in economy and effi-

lected from his numerous papers and lectures of the last few ciency the Gramme-Jablochkoff system in use in Paris and 
years. In pure metaphysics may be specified articles on London, and we do not see that Rapieff, Werdermann, Lon-

"Body and Mind" (Fm'tr!ightly Review, 1875), and the tin. De Meritens, or any others, have actually done as much 
" Nature otfhings-in-Themselves" (Mind, 1878); in ethics, as they have. 
"The Scientific Basis of Morals" (Contemporary Review, We have just closed a contract for the lighting of Monu-
1875), "Right and Wrong" (Fortnightly Review, 1876); and ment Park, in this city, with the Brush electric light. We 
in the application of ethical theory to social and religious displace 105 gas lamps, six-foot burners, with 12 Brush 
questions, "The Ethics of Beliet" (Contemporary Review, lights, and the cost to the city is considerably less than has 
1876), "The Bearing of Morals on Religion" (Fortnightly been paid for the gas lamps, and we shall furnish not less 
Review, 1877). and an article on Virchow's address on the than double the light they did. 
freedom of science (Nineteenth Century, 1878). We advert.ise regularly in no paper but the SCIENTH'IC 

He was unmistaKably one of the foremost English mathe- that noted in the description, and the dimensions and other AMERICAN, and have not endeavored to create a " newspaper 
maticians of our day, and had he lived would have done particulars being as nearly as possible to the proper scal�. furor " regarding our light-d la Edison, Sawyer, et al.; 
much more to maintain that position; but a constitution The crevice, mentioned in the description, may be imagined yet we have sold for actual industrial use in this country, 
naturally weak gave way to too close attention to his favo- as a fault, which extends from the top of the cave to the top within one year, over 200 Brush lights, and we are running 
rite studies, and t.he dread disease, consumption, cut short a of the bluff, through which crevice mingled air and water our factory night and day on ordens for similar purposes. 
hrief but brilliant life. find their way to the cave. Regarding the use of electric light in dwellings, or on a 

.. , • • .. In regard to the mingling of air with a stream of descend- small scale, we all agree with Mr. Brush, that there is as yet 
ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING FOR PHOTOGRAPHY, ing water, a quotation from the pamphlet of Mr. Frizzel, on nothing before the public, here or abroad, which promises 

The subject of artificial lighting in the portrait studio is at- the subject of the compression of air by such streams, would success in this direction. 
tracting much interest in England. not be entirely out of order. On this subject, he says; Mr. Brush is aiming simply to produce the greatest possible 

Thre;) methods are employed for producing a highly actinic .. It is a matter of common observation that bubbles of number of powerful steady lights from one machine in one 
light, Suitable for the purposes of the photographer-the elec- air rise in still water with a very moderate velocity. The circuit with the least expenditure of power. Have you any 
tric, tbe pyrotechnic, and that produced by the combustion velocity depends, somewhat, on the size of the bubbles. record of results equal to his? G. W. STOCKLY, 
of magnesium wire. Each of these lights has its special dis- Bubbles, such as issue from an orifil e one eighth or one tenth Vice-President Telegraph Supply Company, 
advantages, and for each the excellence of the results depends of an inch in diameter, rise from a depth of fifty feet in Cleveland, Ohio. 
far more upon the arrangements for using the light than upon abont fifty seconds, moving rather less than one foot per 
the light itself. And the arrangements which answer best second near the bottom, and rather more than that near the A CHANCE FOR INVENTORS, 
with one light are apt to be wholly unsuited for use with any surface. It is plain that a bubble of air drawn into water The Secretary of the Treasury has constituted a board, 
other light. that has a downward motion of more than one foot per consisting of Captain Forbes, manager of the Massachu-

The great difficulty with electric light, next to its excessive second, will be carried down and subjected, in its descent, setts Humane Society; Captain Moore and Lieut. Sparrow, 
cost, is to secure a sufficient diffusion 0: the rays, and to sub· to a continually increasing pressure." of the Revenue Marine Service; together with Mr. B. C. 
due their intense brilliancy without too great a lo�s of actinic Considering, then, the description and the facts above Sparrow and Captain Patterson, of the Life Saving Service, 
power. A method of burning pyrotechnic compound in a: quoted, it would not be unfair to assume that there would to investigate all plans, devices, and inventions for the im
paper case, whereby a larger illuminating surface is pro- ' be a possible compression of air contained in the water, on provement of apparatus for use at life saving statIOns, which 
duced, gives, it is said, much better results. In the electric its liberation in the cave, of about eighty pounds to the may appear meritorious and available, and to examine and 
light the rays proceed from a point, diverge rapidly, and as square inch. This assumption is supported by the fact that· test as far as practicable all such as may be submitted by 
rapidly lose illuminating power. Thus an electric light from the description, the m outh of the cave would be at : the general superintendent, and to make detailed reports of 
with six minutes' exposure faih,d to give anything but the least eighty feet above the level of the river, and it may be the results of the investigations and tests for his informa
most brightly lighted points of the picture, when the same inferred that as no special mention is made on the position tion. The scope of the board embraces action upon all de
light, used with an imperfect reflector, gave a better result of the entrance, save that it is in the side of the bluff, the vices for the improvement of life saving apparatus intended 
in two minutes. With the pyrotechnic compound burned hill may be considered as extending above the mouth of the to be used at the life saving stations, except wreck ordnance 
in case, or, better, in a saucer, the rays proceed from a sur- cave to at least the distance of the latter from the river. and its immediate appurtenances, which will be referred to 
face of considerable extent, and are less divergent; hence at The phenomenon, then, of ice being found there in the a board composed of experts in gunnery, and two practical 
a given distance from the light the loss is much less than summer, can be referred, I think, to the theory of the libera- surfmen to give them aid upon points connected with the 
with the electric light. When the lattel' is used with It trans- tion of compressed air brought down from a considerable actual wreck service. Devices intended to be carried on 
lucent screen covering the front of the reflector it shows an height by a stream of water falling or flowing through a I board ship do not fall within the scope of the action of the 
intensely brilliant center, surrounded by a circle less brilliant natural conduit or fissure in the rock, embodying the prin- board, as this class of life saving apparat�s is taken cogni 
and curiously variegated by a network pattern caused by re- ciple of the ancient and well known tromp used in the Cata- zance of by the steamboat inspector's serVICe. Capt. Forbes 
flections; while the space between it and the center appeared Ian forge, and still in use in Corsica, Sardinia, Savoy, and has been designated presiden t, and has been directed to call 
quite dark in comparison. With the pyrotechnic light the many other places. a meeting of the board as early as practicable, as there are 
screen is evenly illuminated, and no light is lost. It is only necessary to imagine such imperfection in the already on hand several inventions to be examined. Per-

When used with an apparatus called the luxograph the re- cor •. }uit or fissure at the initial point, which is supposed to be sons wishing to have their inventions submitted to the board 
suIts obtained are said to be very fine. The luxograph is de- on the top of the bluff, or far up the mountain's side, as may address Mr. S. I. Kimball, Superintendent of the Life
scribed as a slightly conical metal cylinder resembling a ket- would admit air to come in contact with the water after it Saving Service, at Washington, D. C. 
tIed rum, nearly six feet across. The drumhead, so to speak, had attained a velocity of more tban one foot a second. .. , ., .. 
is made of a peculiar paper charged with a mineral which When the air has reached the bottom and is liberated in the Beatty Organs and Pianos. 

increases the dispersing power of the screen. The interior cave, it will be from a pressure equal to the height of the When a manufacturer is willing to scnd expensive wares 
of the cone, or drum, is lined throughout with small mirrors, column of water, and it will have lost by convection in the to a distance at his own risk for trial, and to pay freightage 
making it a powerful reflector. In the center of the back is mass through which the conduit passes, the heat due to its both ways in case of rejection, it is evident that he has no 
a square lantern of blue glass, of three different tints, open compression; and on being liberated, it will immediately lack of confidence in the intrinsic merit of what he has to 
at the top. The pyrotechnic powder is burned in the lantern. absorb from the air and the water in the cave, the heat whieh sell. When he finds the practice a profitable one, the evi
When the combustion has reached its height the sitter's face I it has lost in its downward passage. I dence is quite as strong tha: the articles offered �re :vor�hy 
is flooded with a soft violet light of the most diffusive and "The most remarkable fact," that the cave freezes only in of their maker's c0nfidence III them, and that their reJectIOn 
actinic character. The fumes of the pyrotechnic compound summer, and as the cold of actual winter comes on, the ice is not apt to occur. 
and the brevity of the combustion are its chief disadvan- in the cave gradually melts and disappears, is caused, I will The offer made in our advertiSing columns by Mr. D. P. 
tages. venture to state as an opinion, by the gradual freezing of the Beatty, organ and piano manufacturer, Washington, N. J .. 

The best magnesium light is said to be produced by the surface at the top of the bluff or the source of the air, to a I tells its own story. Within a few years Mr. Beatty has 
lamp made by Mr. A. Brothers, of Manchester. It consists considerable depth, thus sealing up the aperture through I built up a large and successful business; and by dealing di
of an arrangement by which threc ribbons of magnesium are which the air entered the conduit. I rectly with the users of his pianos and organ8, avoiding 
burned at once, and the light thrown upon the sitter by para- Sir Rorlerick Murchison described a similar ice cave at I agents' fees and profits. he is able to furnis.a superior arti
bolic reflectors. The great objection to it is the cost of ope- Lletski, Russia, but gave uo explanation as to the phenomena. cles at extremely low rates. 
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